BYHA Preseason 4 (2017) - 09/21/17, 12:04am - 75 mins
All - Skating - OTHER
Prepared by: Thomas Johnson- BHS Boys Hockey
Forward Stride Skating - 15 mins
Forward Stride
1) Heal Touches
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OtI69oXd5_0
2) Drag Touch Drill:
https://youtu.be/YFH8VCXKUyQ?t=354
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=g5Fayni3gWI
3) Lateral Stride and Stop
https://youtu.be/I963kKtDKS0?t=1065
4) Forward Stride With Lunging Leg
https://youtu.be/I963kKtDKS0?t=420
5) Forward Lean
https://youtu.be/I963kKtDKS0?t=679
6) Forward Lean w/ Arm Swing
https://youtu.be/YFH8VCXKUyQ?t=259
Agility Drills - 20 mins
https://www.instagram.com/p/BZQIKy9Hl28/?
taken-by=suihkonenhockey
1) Double Transition & Net Drive
Forward from corner to top of circle,
transition backward to hash-marks. Lateral
cross-over step to dot and back to hashmarks. Forward to top of circle, backward to
hash-marks. Open up collect puck and net
drive.
2) Tight Transition
Forward to backward transitions around
each set of tires. Collect puck after final tire.
Around neutral zone tire and attack net.
3) Overspeed Turn
Explosive start to tire. Tight turn around tire
to NZ tires. Transition backward between
tires. Open up, collect puck, and attack net.
4) Quick Edges Weave
Weave thru tires as drawn. Collect puck,
push, pull, or quick deke black pad and
shoot.

Center Slash Stretch - 10 mins
1. On the whistle, one (F) from each line
diagonally across from each other goes.
2. Each (F) takes a few steps forward, then
passes to the far (P).
3. The passer make a few “D to D” passes,
then hit the (F) as he power turns around the
far cone.
4. After skating the figure 8 as shown in the
diagram, (F) picks up the puck, splits the
passers, and enters the zone for a shot on
net
Double Regroup 2 on 1 - 15 mins
Line up players as shown.
Coach spots puck to D1 as F1 and F2 skate
toward him/her. D1 regroups Fs. Fs pass to
D2 and regroup a second time. Now attack
D1 for 2-on-1.
Coach spots puck to D2 and drill continues
in opposite direction.
KEY POINTS: Do not allow defensemen to
play standing still. They need to gap up and
retreat as drill starts and as they play the 2on-1.
Forwards need to use timing and present a
good stick. Then attack defenseman and
Take What Is Given (TWIG).
Full Ice Scrimmage or Cross Ice Hockey - 15 mins

